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1. Name of the product 
Baby watermattress 140x70x12 cm - bisonyl 
 

2. Product code 
20440002 
 

3. Short description 
Designed to reduce pressure points and combat restlessness. The gentle movement and the 
distributed pressure of the water ensures a better posture. Equipped with a washable teddy cover 
(polyester), a bisonyl cover in colour of your choice and low voltage heating (12V, 18W).  
Weight unfilled : 10 kg. Capacity : about 30 liters. For supervised use only! 

 
4.  In use 
ATTENTION: Do not use sharp tools/objects when installing.  Carefully open the package. 

1. Pull the safety liner (optional) over the foam pad. In case of use of a 
2V/18W heating element, a safety liner is not recommended due to the risk 
of condensation water. 

2. Place the 12V/18W heating element (optional) in the safety liner, in the middle of the foam 
cushion. 

3. Close the zipper of safetyliner; The cable of the heating element must come out at the end of 
the zipper. 

4. Place this device in the baby cot. 
5. Let the water bag reach room temperature and place it in the foam cushion (if safety liner is 

used, place it tightly without folds / creases. Pull it tight over the mattress edges in the 
corners of the foam pillow. 

6. Fill with clean, rinsed hose, use lukewarm water. Don't overfill! Fillingdepth is 5 cm, filled 
water bag should have the same height as the foam edge. 

7. We recommend adding a quarter bottle of conditioner to the water and repeating this 
annually. Store in a dry, cool place. Keep away from children. 

8. Vent excess air and air bubbles. 
9. Place vinyl covered insulation mat on top of the water mattress. Cover the whole with the 

textile cover. 
10. Plug in 12V/18W heating element at last. 

 

Temperature information: 
The Baby water mattress heating element is a 12 Volt / 18 Watt DC system. Temperature 

is kept at approximately 28°C (depending on room temperature). Usually no temperature control is 
not necessary. If the temperature seems too high, the heating period can be adjusted with a 
standard timer. We recommend setting the timer to an interval of 6 hours. 

Textile cover 
isolationmatt 
safetyliner 
foamcushion 
water bag and heating element 
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